Artist and matter of moment to artist and public, I say of moment, for
subject- I do not count the made-up picture, like the made-up play
matter which was, and is still, popular among people of easy and
uncritical acceptance. Yeats, speaking of painting, quoted his
brother Jack as saying he painted to please himself and that
the public chose to pay him. This was not Yeats's attitude to
poetry: 'You must remember your audience, it is al ways there,
you cannot write without it.'
The weakness of the modern idiom lies in this, that where there is neither fancy, novelty nor wit, there is wanting a solid basis which might still justify a limited objective. In, impressionism and representative painting there is at least the unfailing inspiration, the unlimited design and variety of nature to fall back upon; hence, in spite of the contempt expressed by the literati for representative painting, it is likely to survive abstract and stylistic experiment.
No wonder an old man like Thomas Hardy wrote to me, 'I have lost the sense of pictorial art now a day, rather puzzled at its drift, I don't suppose I shall ever catch up again/
Yet all the arts which cater directly for the theatre, for instance, for advertisement, book illustration, are brilliantly alive, and are rightly coloured by the prevalent fashions, Herein the fertile artists of Paris excel; they provide an unfailing source of inspiration for the minor arts. In Russia and in Germany the State recognizes the usefulness of the artist as advertiser, not so much of their manufactures, as of their ruthless might, We may look to get from Germany or Russia a powerful and cruel art like that of the Assyrians, glorifying the power of the Dictator, advertising the remorseless treatment to be meted out to his enemies.
If ever the Fascist party should come into power in England, I imagine Wyndham Lewis as the chief State artist; as Poet Laureate, Ezra Pound.
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